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PAS24 Non Fire Rated Doorset Installation 
 
Southern Doors & Cubicles “Secured By Design” doorset assemblies are manufactured in accordance with 
PAS24 standards; therefore they must be installed correctly in accordance with this guidance and all relevant 
Regulations & Standards applicable to achieve required certification. The result of incorrect installation will 
void the PAS24 Q-Mark Certification. 

Please Note: - inspection authorities may request written & pictorial evidence that doorsets are installed 
correctly. This may include….. Evidence of structural surround fixing stability, packing, sealing & the like; 
Compliance of operational tolerances, conformity of components, mechanical performance and quality of 
workmanship. 

 
 Page 1 - FITTING INSTRUCTIONS  

Site fixer.  

A: Sufficiently qualified and ideally Third Party recognised certification organisation  

B: Installers should be CSCS certified to comply with the sites health and safety requirements.  

C: Full & competent understanding of doorset assemblies and associated ironmongery installation instructions 

D: Fully understand correct installation procedure for acoustic doorsets.  

Goods reception.  

A: Southern Doors & Cubicles competently recommend second fixing of all our products supplied.  

B: First fixing can lead to door and frame incompatibility due to site conditions (swelling, twisting and warping 

of frame and/or door members due to wet trades and sit conditions).  

C: Southern Doors & Cubicles products are manufactured with a moisture content of 10-12% in line with BS EN 

942:1996.  

D: Doorsets are delivered palletised. Sufficient space for storage and distribution should be sourced and ideally 

all sets should remain on the pallet. Storage should be dry and as close to the finished sites environmental 

conditioning as possible.  

E: Exposed recesses or apertures must be primed or sealed upon delivery.  

F: Care should be taken when moving Doorsets to avoid damages. Southern Doors & Cubicles suggest the use 

of trolleys or pallet trucks as much as practically possible. Remember to always follow the building sites 

manual handling risk assessment suggestions.  

G: Doorsets should remain covered at all times during storage to avoid damage or discolouration by being 

exposed to ultra violet light.  
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Storage and Handling   

After delivery it is vital that doors are handled and stored correctly. Ensure the main contractor’s risk 

assessments and door manufacturers best practices are upheld to retain the appropriate moisture content and 

to protect them from damage.   

As doors and doorsets are heavy items, risk assessments should be carried out to ensure all employees are 

suitably trained in manual handling, and that the correct number of operatives are used.  

Clean and suitable gloves should be used when handling doorsets to avoid leaving finger marks. 

Storage 

 Internal doorsets are a second fix item and deliveries should not be requested unless components 

which cannot be fitted immediately can be stored in suitable dry, floored, and covered storage with a 

relative humidity of between 40-60%. 

 Moisture content of the doorsets is 10-12% in accordance with BS EN942: 2007 and should be 

maintained to guarantee performance. 

 Doors must be protected from abnormal heat, extreme dryness, moisture or sudden changes in 

temperature.  

Stacking   

 Doorsets should be stacked flat, not upright or leaning as this causes bowing. 

 Stack off the floor in a closed position and rest on the door frame stop lath. 

 On level bearers lay the largest doorset at the bottom with sizes reducing up the stack.  Depending on 

frame depths 10 doorsets can generally be stacked together. 

 Provide support at the centre and 300mm from each end, with additional support for any doorsets 

over 2150mm high.  

 Ensure the battens are thick enough to allow clearance from glazing beads and hardware and 

separate with protective cardboard or similar to prevent damage.  

 When stacking door leaves the same principle applies if double doors are supplied. 

Covering   

 Doorsets should be protected from any dirt or debris.   

 Fully cover doorsets with opaque sheeting to protect them from any direct sunlight or artificial 

lighting to prevent any shading or fading.  

Priming and sealing 

 Decoration should be carried out in line with BS 6150 and BS 8000 Part 5. 
 Prime or seal all ‘in the white’ door edges and hardware apertures immediately following delivery 

including top and bottom edges and any unlipped sides avoiding any product label traceability on the 
top edge. 

  Always follow the instructions provided by the paint and stain manufacturer 
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Doorset installation.  

Timber doorset assemblies should only be installed when “wet trades” have finished, the building has dried 

out, and the temperature is regulated & controlled in a similar manor to its intended everyday use, all as part 

of the “second fix” works. 

A: Fixing should not be within 30mm in from the wall face. If fixing to stud partition then full width timber 

containment must be inserted prior to frame fixing. We do not recommend fixing through the shoulder section 

as a single fixing method of the frame, as this may invalidate security certification. We recommend using 

appropriate fixings that will penetrate at least 50mm into the wall structure 

B: Fixings should be spaced approximately 100mm from the top and the bottom of the jamb and then at a 

maximum of 500mm centres. Head fixings are recommended for stability and to reduce sagging on wide / 

heavy doors.  

C: Sufficient packing should be utilised either with PVC and/or timber packers and shall be used at all fixing 

positions. Ensure the frame is central within the opening. 

D: Trouser leg packers are recommended. 

 

E: Frames should be fitted plumb and square. Utilise the door leaf to assist in checking fitting and tolerances.  

F: Rebated Frame section will have a groove detail to allow for the FAS35R Seals, (Supplied loose) 

G: Southern Doors & Cubicles use generally use lift on lift off hinges for ease of site installation.  

H: Acoustic & Smoke seals MUST be replaced if damaged.  

I: Where applicable; when hanging/re-hanging doors leaves, please ensure that the correct operating gaps and 

seals are achieved.” + The existing comments about the smooth compression of seals to achieve the latching 

action 

J: Automatic drop-seals to be adjusted once final floor surface is complete ensuring that seal engages 

throughout the whole width of the door. See Below adjustment instructions 

G: It is the installer’s responsibility to provide all fixings, packers, mastic and pellets/filler. The site fixer may 

also be requested by building control, Clerk of works, or insurers to provide evidence of adequate 

fitting/installation. 
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FAS35R Acoustic & Smoke Control Seal 

Product Features 

 Excellent compression and deflection performance 

 Low Closing forces due to co-efficient material 

used in integral fins  

Material 

 FAS35 is produced from rigid PVC and PVC nitrile, 

offering high dynamic flexibility and compression  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Acoustic Performance 

 FAS35R Tested in accordance with: BN EN 1SO 140-3:1995 up to 29dB RW 

Smoke & Air Leakage 

 Tested in accordance with: BS EN 1634-3:2004 

 Compression seals should be 50% compressed along their entire length 

Fitting instructions of acoustic/smoke control perimeter seal (FAS35R) 

The acoustic/smoke perimeter FAS35R is supplied loose for installation upon fully decorating the frame and 

door, ensure the paint is fully cured upon fitting the seal.  

The FAS35R is fitted in a unique way by using a locating anchor into the groove at the back of the rebated 

frame. Its angle design means that when compressed by the door closing it cannot be removed easily. 

Ensure the FAS35R seal is installed to the head of the frame first, followed by installing the FAS35R seal to the 

two jambs. 

The FAS35R seal will require cutting to the required length, ensure you correctly measure the inside groove 

lengths prior to cutting. The use of a sharp knife or scissors can be used to cut the FAS35R to the required 

length. Ensure care is taken when you cut to the required length and away from the body. 
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Installation instructions for Side Screen & Fanlights (PAS24) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When using separate sections of timber, as show above, each section must be suitably fixed to one-another 

using appropriate steel screws fixings and glued with PVA wood glue then clamp the two timber sections 

together.  

Screws must be spaced approximately 100mm from the top and bottom of the door jamb and at a maximum 

of 500mm centres, the screw size needs be approx 2/3rds depth of the adjacent timber section.  

A further screw fixing is required to side light/fan light and must be spaced approximately 100mm from the 

top and bottom of the side light/fan light into the beading rebate of the frame and at a maximum of 500mm 

centres, the screw size needs be approx 2/3rds depth of the adjacent timber section.  

 

Glazing instructions for Side Screen & Fanlights (PAS24) 

Glass & Glazing systems should be procured through Southern Doors & Cubicles to ensure compliance 

Standing from the inside, apply the 3mm self-adhesive black foam glazing tape to the inside rebated frame 

jamb to line the inside edge for installing the compliant glass, using the same glazing tape line the inside 

glazing bead edge. 

Apply clear silicon to the rebate upstand and once glass is fully imbedded, apply further clear silicon to the 

glass perimeter prior to fixing the glazing bead.  

 

Fix the glazing bead using 38mm steel brad pins or 50mm screws to 50mm from each corner and then 150mm 

centres.  

Apply further silicon to the outside and inside if any gaps are visible as required. 
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Drop Down Acoustic Seal adjustment instructions 
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Security Chain Fitting Instructions 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Position the chain holder angled bracket plate (C) at the *desired height on the inside 

door face. Inset it 20mm from the closing edge of the door. * The recommended 

position is 700mm down from the top of the door. Ensure that it is located squarely and 

mark the four screw fixing points through the bracket. At the screw points drill pilot 

holes then fix firmly using the screws provided. 

 

 Position and fix the chain holder (B) on to the door frame adjacent to the angle bracket, 

using the two screws provided. Before fixing, hook one of the chain end rings behind the 

holder bracket and then screw the holder firmly back. 

 

 To use the security chain (A): when the door is closed, simply slide the flat link in the 

chain into the door angle bracket and thread the chain through. Remove in the same 

way 
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SMF 613/614 Mifare Card Lockset 
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Description 

 
Contemporary and innovative in functionality, the 
SMF lockset is a robust lockset with a high quality 
design that is suitable for a vast range of 
applications. There is no need to hard wire when 
installing this proximity lockset and this unit 
features the latest in Mifare technology to provide 
a networked electronic locking solution with an 
extensive range of features.  
This version is based on an ANSI mortise lockset 

and has a range of face plates and strike plates, 

which makes it ideal for both retrofit and new 

build installations. 

 

 

Technical Information 

 
 Model  SMF 01/02  

Card Type  Mifare Proximity Cards  

Power  4 x AA Batteries  

Emergency Use  Yes: key over-ride / battery over-ride  

Low Battery Indicator  Yes  

No. of Entries Recorded in Audit Trail  800 (including date, time and card type)  

Entry Data Storable & Retrievable  Yes  

Use  Commercial – Hotel - Student  

Finishes  Satin/Polished Brass, Satin Chrome & Satin 

Silver  

Card Making and Management System 

Required  

Yes  

PC Requirements  Windows PC with Intel i3 Processor, 4GB 

RAM, 320 GB HD.  

Operating system  Windows 10  

User Friendly  Yes  

Design  Various Choice of Handles  

Strict User Control  Yes- password protected  

BLE Enabled  Optional  

Wifi  Optional  

Door Types  Suitable for door thickness of 38-52mm  

Upgradable for door thickness of 60mm  
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Technical Drawing 
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For compliance the “lock case” must be factory Production Control 

fitted by SDC and that the subsequent “handle set” must be 

installed and configured (on site) by NSP Security Authorised 

Installer 
 

 

NSP Cylinder & Device 

 

***THE BELOW MUST BE CARRIED OUT BY AN NSP SECURITY AUTHORISED INSTALLER*** 

Access control face plate & cylinder installation  

The cylinder is installed into the lock using a NSP 20mm machined screw. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4 x AA batteries are placed into the access control device.  
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***THE BELOW MUST BE CARRIED OUT BY AN NSP SECURITY AUTHORISED INSTALLER*** 

 

The access control is placed into the pre-cut out position on the door. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

***THE BELOW MUST BE CARRIED OUT BY AN NSP SECURITY AUTHORISED INSTALLER*** 

 

The cables for the lock operation are passed through a pre-cut hole in the door and connected to the 

other half of the access control. 

 

A fixed spindle is used to connect the access control through the lock on both sides. 

 

 

4 x NSP 40mm machined screws are used to connect the access control faceplates either side of the 

door. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


